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Scope of the Document

The current document comprises the communication activities of FIWARE along the period October 1st,
2015 to December 31st, 2016 (M14-M28).
The deliverable is organised in two main areas:



FIWARE Communications Strategy Update.
FIWARE On-line Channels: FIWARE Website (including the FIWARE Blog), Facebook, Twitter,
Linkedin, YouTube.

For a matter of consistency in the reporting the communication activities and related promotional
materials for specific events are now reported in D42.4 Report on Dissemination Activities, along with
the travel log for the different FIWARE Consortium members. Please refer to this document for any
information concerning FIWARE activities at selected events.
Finally, we are providing a link to explore the different communication materials developed in the
reporting period. Please note that these are complemented by:
-

The on-line communication material developed to support web publications, blog posts and
conversation in the Social Networks.
The featured videos available on FIWARE YouTube channel.

Samples of most of the materials are available upon request, expect those designed specifically for
events (stand, visibility elements, etc.…) that are dismantled once the event is over. However, the final
arts are stored by the FIWARE Press Office as a FIWARE asset.
Please visit the materials repository at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/68k83j63dg8vvpn/AAB3jS46qrZDpv7-55hCKz82a?dl=0

1.1

Disclaimer

The entity developing and executing FIWARE brand-level communication activities is the so-called
FIWARE Press Office. The FIWARE Press Office is led by OgilvyOne Worldwide S.A., a partner in the FICORE consortium AND in the coordination CSA of the FIWARE PPP, namely CONCORD project.
To ensure consistency and completeness of the reporting a limited amount of the content could be
duplicated in the correspondent FI-CORE and CONCORD deliverables. However OgilvyOne Worldwide
S.A. is hereby confirming that projects are being financially accounted separately ensuring no doublefunding for the same costs, including personnel costs, has occurred.
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2

FIWARE Communications Strategy Update

2.1

Global Overview

As explained in the previous issue of this deliverable (D42.1.3) the very last phase of FIWARE
Communications shifted its message and its objectives towards building the brand credibility preparing
for the Go-to-Market phase starting in 2017.
Generally speaking a new campaign, called “My FIWARE Story” was launched in September/October
2015, having its premiere at the ICT 2015 event organized by the EC in Lisbon, Portugal. The campaign
included a new visual image and a renewed value proposition shown here below for reference:

Fig 1: Lead visual for the “This is My Story” campaign
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Fig.2: New FIWARE value proposition building on Brand Credibility

During the reporting period this new identity and messaging has been used in all communication actions
and channels, moving forward from the previous strategy devoted to the promotion of the FIWARE
Acceleration Programme and the incorporation of SMEs, Start-up companies and Entrepreneurs to the
FIWARE Ecosystem.
It is worth to highlight three specific actions performed during these months:
-

2.2

The “My FIWARE Story” microsite population with valuable content from different actors within
the Ecosystem.
The “This is our Story” weekly campaign, run in Social Networks, complementing the Success
Stories Tab in the FIWARE website.
The incorporation of the FIWARE Foundation to the communications equation, preparing the
path to the go-to-market phase.

The “My FIWARE Story” microsite evolution
(http://myfiwarestory.fiware.org)

Designed during the summer 2015 and presented at ICT 2015 event in Lisbon, the microsite serves the
need of creating a living repository of the top stories around the brand. Complementing the individual
Success Stories from the SMEs participating in the Acceleration Programme, the contents of the
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microsite are intended to be a testimonial of key actors of the FIWARE Ecosystem, including
Accelerators, Support Actions, Strategic alliances and, ultimately the FIWARE Foundation.
A total of 11 different stories have been featured, as follows:
-

-

-

-

6 vertical markets (Agrifood, Smart Cities, Open Data, eHealth, Collaborative Manufacturing,
Media & Content), led by the correspondent Accelerators in these areas, including a global
vision from them and selected Success Stories from their respective SMEs.
2 Strategic Partnerships (OASC, TM Forum) with testimonials from FIWARE relevant actors and
their counterparts at the external organisation with whom the agreements have been signed
with.
2 Support Actions, namely the iHubs Programme (including the recent developments in
Andalucía with the establishing of the FIWARE Zone) and the Acceleration Programme from a
global perspective.
The first large piece of Communication for the FIWARE Foundation, led by its appointed CEO,
Mr. Ulrich Ahle, summarizing the success of the 1st FIWARE Summit held in Málaga in December
2016.

Fig.7: FIWARE new Communication Value Proposition.

Fig.3: The 11 Success Stories featured at http://myfiwarestory.fiware.org/

Each of these modules is structured in the following sections:
-

The Story itself, through an ad-hoc video produced for each of them.
The Gallery, where pics and other graphical material is gathered as a slideshow.
The Contributors, crediting the testimonials of the different actors in a given story, including
their position at the time of producing the video.
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Fig.4: FIWARE Summit Success Story Structure.

As stated before, this microsite is a living instance and will be continuously populated with new actors,
stories, partnerships and breaking news around the brand. Contributing to the brand sustainability, we
expect this tool to help disseminating the achievements of FIWARE beyond 2016 when it will enter the
commercial phase.

2.3

This is our Story: A weekly campaign featuring selected SMEs

In parallel with the development of the communication campaign, and following the agreement held by
all FIWARE PPP members, a classification of the SMEs under the Acceleration Programme was done in
order to detect the best ones attending to two different criteria:
-

-

Its possibilities to develop a commercial product based in FIWARE, taking into account factors as
the potential market, relationship with investors, innovative character of the solution etc. This
market assessment was done by the Accelerators over their respective pool of SMEs.
The correct usage of the FIWARE technology from a technical point-of-view and how the SMEs
were incorporating FIWARE features as a key differentiating factor of the solution. This technical
assessment was done by the assigned technical coaches of the Accelerators, individuals coming
from the FIWARE Technical Chapters.
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Once the set of best SMEs was in place, by end of 2015, the FIWARE Press Office contacted those to be
featured both in the Success Stories section of the website and to be the stars of the weekly
communication campaign run in the different channels. This campaign comprises information on
different aspects of the SME, its solution and how they have used FIWARE to benefit and differentiate. A
typical Success Story Week deals around:

-

The team and the company: A short profile on who is being featured.
The product: A description of the solution and its fit in the market.
The usage of FIWARE: How the company has incorporated FIWARE into their solution and the
benefits they have in using our technology.
Business Plan: Who they are targeting with the product, which are their selling perspectives.
Recap: A summary of all above items, serving as script for a blog post.

As a general rule, the pace of publications around a given company has been as follows:
-

2 Tweets per day, morning and evening.
1 Facebook post per Day.
2 Linkedin posts per week.
A blog post, normally in the same or the following week.

In terms of engagement, these types of contents have reached 3 times the normal organic reach. In
Facebook, for instance this means a reach of 3 to 4 thousands users.

Fig.5: WISETOWN, an example of featured SME (blog post)
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2.4

Incorporating the FIWARE Foundation

As a cornerstone in the FIWARE path to sustainability and credibility, the establishing of a legal entity to
support FIWARE beyond 2016 has been one of the key elements around which communications have
pivoted.
During the reporting period, four different milestones were achieved as the Foundation founder
members (Telefonica, ATOS, Engineering and Orange) progressed towards a common objective: bring
FIWARE to the market.

-

FIWARE Foundation Announcement by the founder members at Mobile World Congress,
Barcelona (Spain), February 2016.
FIWARE Foundation Event for key stakeholders (Policy Makers, Industry, Press), Vienna (Austria),
June 2016.
FIWARE Foundation establishing announcement, Berlin (Germany), October 2016.
1st FIWARE Summit, Málaga (Spain), December 2016.

The FIWARE Press Office has supported the communication of these steps by creating different assets to
be used through the different channels.
All these elements are covered in the Dissemination Deliverable D42.4.2.

Fig.6: The FIWARE Foundation logo
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3

FIWARE On-line Channels

3.1

Global Overview

In the reporting period, along with the brand strategy on building credibility, the FIWARE Owned
Communication Channels have reached maturity.
The website continued to be at the centre of the communication footprint, serving as the main point of
information around the brand and as the content container towards which all the other channels point
to. An extensive section (3.2) is given in this document, including an overview on the most relevant KPIs
on its usage.
The Social Channels maintained its healthy growing path in terms of followers and engagement. Twitter
and Linkedin remained as instrumental tools to disseminate content, with the side effect of Facebook
for more relaxed and open communications. We are proud of having reach and surpass the 10,000
follower barrier in Twitter which occurred, by chance, at the opening session of the FIWARE Summit. At
the time of writing this report, followers have went up to 10,700 showing a non-stop trend that we
expect to maintain.
Finally, our containers for audiovisual content, YouTube and Slideshare, are today more rich and
organized, and count themselves with a relevant number of subscribers, more than doubling the
numbers coming from the previous period. All these elements are covered in detail in Section 3.3.

3.2

FIWARE Website (www.fiware.org)

The FIWARE Website (www.fiware.org) should reflect, at any time, the current objectives and major
achievements of the brand, the members of its ecosystem and its product and services. During the
reporting period it has suffered different changes and re-designs. Major milestones in these months
have been:

-

A full redesign of the website, performed in summer 2015, affecting primarily to the home page.
This redesign was outlined in the previous issue of this deliverable and fully executed on October
2015, including:
o New Banner Carrousel
o Direct Access to Resources for Developers
o Redesigned News Section with direct link to Top materials
o Direct Access to the Community Map
o Link to the Acceleration Programme
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-

-

A reorganisation of the content for Developers, directly accessible from the home page and from
the main menu, as a one-stop shop for all the information and resources that existing and new
programmers would need to use FIWARE.
A new vision for the Community, based on FIWARE pillars (Mundus, iHubs, Acceleration), and
complemented by the FIWARE Ecosystem Map.
An extensive development of the Success Stories section in which SMEs incorporated into the
Acceleration Programme can show their experiences and present their products.
Finally, a new main section accessible from the main menu, containing all the information about
the FIWARE Foundation.

As a reference, as of January 2017, this is the FIWARE Website Map:

Fig.7: The FIWARE Website Map

3.2.1 Main Sections of the FIWARE Website
Apart from the Weblog and the External Newsletter, which are discussed separately, these are the main
sections of the website.

-

About (www.fiware.org/about) : It basically covers the definition of the 5 major pillars that are
part of the FIWARE Community:
o FIWARE (the platform)
o FIWARE Lab (the Experimental instance of FIWARE in which developments take place)
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o
o
o

FIWARE Accelerate (the support for SMEs and Start-up’s)
FIWARE Mundus (the initiative to spread FIWARE beyond EU boundaries)
FIWARE iHubs (the initiative to provide local support, training and coaching to all
Community members)
Those pillars are expected to evolve very soon as follows:
o FIWARE will remain as it is, but will include the links to the FIWARE Foundation.
o FIWARE Lab will be part of a broader network of FIWARE Instances, with the inclusion of
the FIWARE Commercial Nodes in which Development, Applications and its associated
data could be stored and/or operated.
o FIWARE Accelerate, FIWARE Mundus and FIWARE iHubs will become Ecosystem Steering
Committees (ESCs) within the FIWARE Foundation, with the support of the H2020 granted
projects of FIWARE 4th Phase.
-

Weblog (www.fiware.org/blog) : Please refer to Section 3.3 for full details

-

News (www.fiware.org/news) : This section is divided into three categories:
o News: Pieces of information produced by the FIWARE Press Office, including Press
Releases, Announcements, Reports on Activities and top stories.
o Press Coverage: A selection of news, produced outside the FIWARE Ecosystem that
mention and or/relate to FIWARE.
o Newsletter: A compilation of the FIWARE External Monthly Newsletters, produced until
April 2016. Please refer to Section 3.4 for full details.

-

Developers (www.fiware.org/developers): This section was included in this period and gathers
the previously scattered information dealing with this target. It has been designed as the onestop shop for individuals and companies willing to use the FIWARE platform. A comprehensive set
of resources, fully accessible, including:
o A guided-tour covering the main aspects of the platform (Context Management, IoT
Connection, Cloud, Security…)
o GitHub repositories
o Access to the FIWARE Lab, to use or create accounts.
o Access to the FIWARE Catalogue, to explore in detail the capabilities of each of the
software blocks, the so-called Generic Enablers.
o Links to available Training Sessions, Workshops, Challenges and Hackathons.
o A selection of Use Cases. These are Success Stories but explained from a very technical
point-of-view.
o Access to an extensive group of e-learning resources including the e-learning platform,
video tutorials, Slideshare presentations, Webinars….
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Last but not least, a specific landing page for the FIWARE Bounty Programme has been included
in this section. The FIWARE Bounty Program, led by iHubs, aims at rewarding those individuals
contributing to the FIWARE platform by enhancing current components or adding new ones.
Apart from the landing page, in which all information has been included, this program is being
promoted extensively throughout all channels.

Fig.8: The FIWARE Bounty Programme Landing Page

-

Community (www.fiware.org/community) : In continuous evolution, the purpose of this section
is to reflect the Open Source Community around FIWARE. It will evolve further in the next phase
of the period to include access to key elements like discussion forums and the FIWARE
Marketplace. The Open Source Community is one of the basic elements that builds up the
sustainability of the platform.
Currently it covers:
o Access to the FIWARE Ecosystem Map (map.fiware.org/actors): Powered and designed by
Geographica, it depicts an updated compilation of the FIWARE Community. About 1000
SMEs are included and geo-located, with instant access to their contact data for anyone
interested in the company and/or its products.
o Links to FIWARE Accelerate, Mundus and iHubs
o Links to the former FIWARE Regions Program that will be integrated into the FIWARE
Mundus Programme, and the Business Support, that will be part of the FIWARE
Foundation Strategy.
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-

Foundation (www.fiware.org/foundation): Created to give visibility to the recently created legal
entity that will guarantee FIWARE operation beyond 2016. Includes all the official documents of
the Foundation, its objectives and mission and, more importantly, all the information on how to
join as a member with the fees and requisites for every category.

-

Success Stories (www.fiware.org/success_stories): One of the Key Elements of the redesigned
website, this section was added to act as a showcase of the best SMEs in the Acceleration
Programme under the double criteria of technology usage and business perspectives. Currently it
features 85 different cases, easy to filter by Sector and/or Country. Each case consists of a
common form in which the SME provide its contact details, the definition of the application, the
usage of FIWARE and the benefits FIWARE has brought to its product.
The natural evolution of the Success Stories section will be the FIWARE Marketplace, an open
space in which all FIWARE Community Members will be able to showcase their offerings. It will
include not only end-products, but will be complemented with Data Providers, Cities,
Consultancy and Training Services companies, Platform Providers, etc. The FIWARE Marketplace
is accessible at https://www.fiware.org/marketplace (see Fig.9 below). This page has been
produced as the entry door to the different assets described above and will be evolving to the
definitive tool during 1Q 2017. It is up to the FIWARE Foundation to select this platform and
therefore beyond the scope of this document. Nevertheless, the FIWARE Press Office performed
a market study on the different options and issued a recommendation which is available under
deliverable report D.4.2.5.

-

Help (www.fiware.org/help): This section has remain unchanged and provides links to relevant
resources in different categories for anyone that is willing to ask questions related to FIWARE.
These are handled and stored into a Q&A platform. (https://ask.fiware.org/questions/)

Fig.9: The FIWARE Marketplace Entry Page
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3.3

The FIWARE Weblog (Blog)

Continuing with the work started in the previous period, the FIWARE weblog has succeeded in
publishing a variety of contents related with the FIWARE brand in a more informal language, opening
the FIWARE channels to the contribution of a big number of collaborators within the Ecosystem.
Basically, the publications have been balanced around:
-

-

Technical Posts, in which a FIWARE expert has explained some aspects of the platform.
Success Stories, where a real case is narrated by its owners. Accelerators, iHubs, and, especially,
SMEs have contributed with content in this case. All the SMEs featured weekly in Social Media
have a post as a summary of their story as explained in a previous section of this document.
Review of the presence of FIWARE at selected events.
Echo of relevant news around the FIWARE Ecosystem.

The pace of publication varies, as some of the contents are time dependant. As a mean value 4 posts per
month have been published and used as branded content in the dissemination channels (Facebook,
Twitter, and Linkedin.)
As appropriate, some of the posts contained links to go deeper in the subject. In the case of the
technical posts, they refer to the correspondent sections of the developers’ area of the website. For
Success Stories, normally a video or some infographics are linked, driving traffic to our YouTube and
Slideshare channels. Similar structure applies to the presence of the brand at selected events.
Regarding statistics we need to take into account that blog posts, once published, remain accessible to
the audience. It is also remarkable that depending of the nature of the post, the information could be
relevant for a different number of individuals. With this in mind, the number of visits to the posts is
quite variable. The mean value is in the range of 500-1000 visits, with a peak of more than 2000 visits for
some of the posts. Overall, during the reporting period, the Blog section of the Website accounted for
around 51000 visits.
It follows a complete review of the post published, along with an individual link for each of them. Posts
are in reverse chronological order. Those highlighted in yellow correspond to the Success Stories Weekly
Campaign.

2016:
DECEMBER
· FIWARE FOUNDATION: ZABALA INNOVATION CONSULTING TO JOIN AS A GOLD MEMBER
https://www.fiware.org/2016/12/02/fiware-foundation-zabala-innovation-consulting-to-join-as-a-goldmember/
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NOVEMBER
· SCEWC 2016: FIWARE AT THE CENTER OF THE SMART CITY INNOVATION
https://www.fiware.org/2016/11/25/scewc-2016-fiware-at-the-center-of-the-smart-city-innovation/
· FIWARE BOUNTY PROGRAMME: NEW PRIZES FOR DEVELOPERS
https://www.fiware.org/2016/11/22/fiware-bounty-programme-new-prizes-for-developers/
· FIWARE AT THE SCEWC 2016
https://www.fiware.org/2016/11/04/fiware-at-the-scewc-2016/
OCTOBER
· IOTSWC 2016: TOWARDS AN OPEN INDUSTRIAL DATA SPACE WITH FIWARE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/10/28/fiware-at-the-iot-solutions-world-congress-2016-2/
· TERA & BEETA: SMART ENERGY MONITORING & EFFICIENCY
https://www.fiware.org/2016/10/21/tera-beeta-smart-energy-monitoring-efficiency/
· HEALTHAPP & TCAPP: IMPROVING LINKS BETWEEN PATIENT & THERAPIST
https://www.fiware.org/2016/10/06/41771/
SEPTEMBER
· MVMANT: MOBILITY AS A SERVICE FOR EVERYONE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/09/23/mvmant-mobility-as-a-service-for-everyone/
· #MYFIWARESTORY – FICHE: FULFILLING THE FUTURE INTERNET EHEALTH CHALLENGE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/09/13/myfiwarestory-fiche-fulfilling-the-future-internet-ehealthchallenge/
· WISETOWN: CITY QUALITY ENHANCER
https://www.fiware.org/2016/09/09/myfiwarestory-wisetown-city-quality-enhancer/
· TOWARDS SCHEMA.FIWARE.ORG
https://www.fiware.org/2016/09/02/towards-schema-fiware-org/
AUGUST:
· #MYFIWARESTORY – TM FORUM PARTNERSHIP: CREATING THE DATA ECONOMY INFRASTRUCTURE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/08/31/my-fiware-story-tm-forum/
· TERA IS BUILDING BEETA USING FIWARE TO SOLVE THE FRAGMENTED IOT HOME ENERGY MARKET
https://www.fiware.org/2016/08/16/tera-is-building-beeta-using-fiware-to-solve-the-fragmented-iot-
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home-energy-market/
· ARCHITECTING THE CITY PLATFORM TO CREATE THE DATA ECONOMY
https://www.fiware.org/2016/08/12/architecting-the-city-platform-to-create-the-data-economy/
· FIWARE AND THE SMART CITY FOCUS: TRANSFORMING COMMUNITIES INTO ENGINES OF GROWTH
https://www.fiware.org/2016/08/11/fiware-and-the-smart-city-focus-transforming-communities-intoengines-of-growth/
· ISTMOS: IMPROVING WINE QUALITY CONTROL THROUGH SMART-STORAGE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/08/04/istmos-improving-wine-quality-control-through-smart-storage/
JULY
· REIMAGINING THE CITY AS PLATFORM: HOW VM9 ARE REIMAGINING WHAT CITIES CAN DO
https://www.fiware.org/2016/07/28/reimagining-the-city-as-platform-how-vm9-are-reimagining-whatcities-can-do/
· FOODKO: EMPOWERING FOOD PRODUCERS & ALLOWING SMART LOGISTICS
https://www.fiware.org/2016/07/15/foodko-empowering-food-producers-allowing-smart-logistics/
· #MYFIWARESTORY – FINODEX, THE ACCELERATOR OF OPEN DATA
https://www.fiware.org/2016/07/07/myfiwarestory-finodex-the-accelerator-of-open-data/
· FIWARE AT THE GCTC EXPO 2016
https://www.fiware.org/2016/07/01/fiware-at-the-gctc-expo-2016/
JUNE:
· FLOUD: THE ANSWER TO SMART CITY TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT
https://www.fiware.org/2016/07/01/floud-the-answer-to-smart-city-transport-management/
· STEPLA: BRINGING THE REVOLUTION IN LIVESTOCK FARMING
https://www.fiware.org/2016/06/17/stepla-bringing-the-revolution-if-livestock-farming/
· FIWARE NGSI VERSION 2 RELEASE CANDIDATE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/06/08/fiware-ngsi-version-2-release-candidate/
· FOUNDERS EVENT 2016: THE EVOLUTION OF FIWARE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/06/03/founders-event-2016-the-evolution-of-fiware/
· LEELUU STORIES: ENSURING BETTER SLEEP FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/27/leeluu-stories-ensuring-better-sleep-for-the-entire-family/
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· FIWARE ENABLES SEVILLE IPV6 SMARTCITY PILOT
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/23/fiware-enables-seville-ipv6-smartcity-pilot/
MAY:
· FIWARE AT THE CAMPUS PARTY EUROPE 4TH EDITION IN UTRECHT
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/20/fiware-at-the-campus-party-europe-4th-edition-in-utrecht/
· FI-ADOPT: ENHANCING EDUCATION, HEATH & SOCIAL INTEGRATION THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/19/fi-adopt-enhancing-education-heath-social-integration-throughtechnology/
· GLUE & BLUE: THE MOBILE-ORIENTATED MARKETPLACE OFFERING SIMPLE AND PERSONALIZED
SOLUTIONS
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/13/glue-blue-the-mobile-orientated-marketplace-offering-simple-andpersonalized-solutions/
· FIWARE AT TM FORUM LIVE! 2016: 3 SMART SOLUTIONS, 3 SUCCESS STORIES
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/10/fiware-at-tm-forum-live-2016-3-smart-city-solutions-3-successstories/
· TM FORUM OPEN HACK WINNERS: RACING TO MAKE CITIES SMARTER
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/10/racing-to-make-cities-smarter-the-tm-forum-open-hack-winners/
· EQUITY, PARTICIPATION AND OPPORTUNITY AT THE HEART OF A SMART CITY DATA ECONOMY
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/06/equity-participation-and-opportunity-at-the-heart-of-a-smart-citydata-economy/
· EUROPEANPIONEERS: FOSTERING GROUND-BREAKING BUSINESS INNOVATION
https://www.fiware.org/2016/05/05/europeanpioneers-fostering-ground-breaking-businessinnovation/
APRIL:
· UMANICK: COMMITTING TO SAFETY FOR PATIENTS AND HEALTHCARE ORGANISATIONS
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/29/umanick-committing-to-safety-for-patients-and-healthcareorganisations/
· FIWARE BOOTCAMP VIP PROGRAMME
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/28/fiware-boot-camp-vip-programme/
· FIWARE AND TM FORUM AT THE DAWN OF THE DATA ECONOMY
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/27/fiware-and-tm-forum-at-the-dawn-of-the-data-economy/
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· FIWARE OPEN SERVICE PLATFORM & THE DIGITAL SINGLE MARKET STRATEGY
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/26/fiware-open-service-platform-the-digital-single-market-strategy/
· FIWARE: ENABLING IOT – BIG DATA ECOSYSTEMS
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/22/fiware-enabling-iot-big-data-ecosystems/
· #MYFIWARESTORY – SOUL-FI AND THE FIWARE ACCELERATOR PROGRAMME
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/18/myfiwarestory-soul-fi-and-the-fiware-accelerator-programme/
· TALKYCAR: ENCOURAGING SAFER AND MORE EFFICIENT DRIVING
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/15/talkycar-encouraging-safer-and-more-efficient-driving/
· BUILDING OPPORTUNITIES UPON A FREE MATERIAL? OPEN DATA & FIWARE AS THE FOUNDATION FOR
NEW BUSINESS
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/13/building-opportunities-upon-a-free-material-open-data-fiware-asthe-foundation-for-new-business/
· COACHADEMY: APP FOR CORPORATE WELLNESS
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/11/coachademy-app-for-corporate-wellness/
· #MYFIWARESTORY – OASC: A YEAR ENHANCING CHANGE IN OUR CITIES
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/07/myfiwarestory-oasc-a-year-enhancing-change-in-our-cities/
· FIWARE CONTRIBUTION TO OPENSTACK
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/05/fiware-contribution-to-openstack/
· ECOGRIDDY & CORTEX: SOLID AND EASY TO USE INDUSTRIAL ENERGY ANALYTICS
https://www.fiware.org/2016/04/01/ecogriddy-cortex-solid-and-easy-to-use-industrial-energyanalytics/
MARCH:
· AGRICOLUS: MAKING PRECISION FARMING EASIER
https://www.fiware.org/2016/03/18/agricolus-suite-making-precision-farming-easier/
· FIWARE AND NGSIV2: TOWARDS HARMONIZED APIS AND DATA MODELS FOR REAL-TIME CONTEXT
DATA
https://www.fiware.org/2016/03/17/fiware-and-ngsiv2-towards-harmonized-apis-and-data-models-forreal-time-context-data/
· FIWARE AT THE GCTC TECH JAM –STRENGTHENING COOPERATION WITH THE USA
https://www.fiware.org/2016/03/11/fiware-at-the-gctc-tech-jam-strengthening-cooperation-with-theusa/
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· FIWARE IN THE CGTG WORKING GROUP TO DEVELOP CONSENSUS ON THE SMART CITIY ARCHITECTURE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/03/10/fiware-in-the-cgtg-working-group-to-develop-consenus-on-thesmart-citiy-architecture/
· IOT & FIWARE ALONG THE REVOLUTION OF SMART DIGITAL SERVICES
https://www.fiware.org/2016/03/08/iot-fiware-along-the-revolution-of-smart-digital-services/
· URBI: THE SOLUTION TO CAR SHARING PROBLEMS EVERYWHERE!
https://www.fiware.org/2016/03/04/urbi-the-solution-to-car-sharing-problems-everywhere/
· FIWARE PAMPLONA ROADSHOW: BUILDING FUTURE BUSINESS & OPPORTUNITY AROUND OPEN DATA
https://www.fiware.org/2016/03/03/fiware-pamplona-roadshow-building-future-business-opportunityaround-open-data/
FEBRUARY:
· FIWARE AT THE MWC 2016: CHAMPIONING TECHNOLOGY, EMPOWERING THE COMMUNITY
https://www.fiware.org/2016/02/26/fiware-at-the-mwc-2016-championing-the-technologyempowering-the-community/
· FIWARE STARTUPS SHOWCASE IOT, AGRIBUSINESS AND SMART CITY OPPORTUNITIES AT MWC THIS
WEEK
https://www.fiware.org/2016/02/22/fiware-startups-showcase-iot-agribusiness-and-smart-cityopportunities-at-mwc-this-week/
· HOSTABEE: SAVING APICULTURE ONE STEP AT A TIME
https://www.fiware.org/2016/02/12/hostabee-saving-apiculture-one-step-at-a-time/
· HOW FIWARE IS SUPPORTING AGRIBUSINESS TO GROW (II)
https://www.fiware.org/2016/02/11/how-fiware-is-supporting-agribusiness-to-grow-ii/
· HOW FIWARE IS SUPPORTING AGRIBUSINESS TO GROW (I)
https://www.fiware.org/2016/02/10/how-fiware-is-supporting-agribusiness-to-grow-i/
· EVOLVING COSMOS GLOBAL INSTANCE: NEW STORAGE CLUSTER RELEASED
https://www.fiware.org/2016/02/03/evolving-cosmos-global-instance-new-storage-cluster-released/
JANUARY:
· THE RULE OF THREE AT CONNECTED SMART CITIES CONFERENCE
https://www.fiware.org/2016/01/27/the-rule-of-three-at-connected-smart-cities-conference/
· FROM ALZHUP TO ZEBRA: TELEMEDICINE IS EVERYWHERE IN 2016
https://www.fiware.org/2016/01/15/from-alzhup-to-zebra-telemedicine-is-everywhere-in-2016/
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· FIWARE TOUR GUIDE APPLICATION NOW READY!
https://www.fiware.org/2016/01/08/fiware-tour-guide-application-now-ready/

2015:
DECEMBER:
· FIWARE IN 2015: A YEAR OF PRODUCTS, PARTNERSHIPS AND PLATFORMS
https://www.fiware.org/2015/12/30/fiware-in-2015-products-partners-and-platforms/
· CROSSING THE DIGITAL DIVIDE: OUTBARRIERS CREATES APPS FOR ALL
https://www.fiware.org/2015/12/23/crossing-the-digital-divide-outbarriers-creates-apps-for-all/
· #MYFIWARESTORY: A SMART CITIES STORY
https://www.fiware.org/2015/12/18/myfiwarestory-a-smart-cities-story/
· #MYFIWARESTORY: THE STORY OF AEINNOVA
https://www.fiware.org/2015/12/13/myfiwarestory-the-story-of-aeinnova/
· APPS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS
https://www.fiware.org/2015/12/02/apps-speak-louder-than-words/
NOVEMBER:
· DUTCH CITIES COLLABORATE ON OPEN AND AGILE SMART CITIES
https://www.fiware.org/2015/11/30/dutch-cities-collaborate-on-open-and-agile-smart-cities/
· OPENING THE DATA PIPELINE FOR SMART SERVICES – EUROPEAN DATA PORTAL
https://www.fiware.org/2015/11/23/opening-the-data-pipeline-for-smart-services-european-dataportal/
· PORTO, A CITY THAT HAS BECOME A REAL-TIME GUIDE
https://www.fiware.org/2015/11/20/porto-a-city-that-has-become-a-real-time-guide/
· INTEREST IN FIWARE PLATFORM ACCELERATES WITH UPTAKE BY GLOBAL CITY TEAM CHALLENGE
https://www.fiware.org/2015/11/16/interest-in-fiware-platform-accelerates-with-uptake-by-global-cityteam-challenge/
· FIWARE PRESENCE AT SMART CITY EXPO WORLD CONGRESS 2015
https://www.fiware.org/2015/11/13/fiware-presence-at-smart-city-expo-world-congress-2015/
· CONNECTERRA WINS THE ALPHA PITCH AT WEB SUMMIT
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https://www.fiware.org/2015/11/10/connecterra-wins-the-alpha-pitch-at-web-summit/
· FIWARE WILL MEET YOU IN ECFI AGAIN!
https://www.fiware.org/2015/11/03/fiware-will-meet-you-in-ecfi-again/
OCTOBER:
· FIWARE PRESENCE AT ICT LISBON 2015
https://www.fiware.org/2015/10/29/fiware-presence-at-ict-lisbon-2015/
· OPEN & AGILE SMART CITIES INITIATIVE AT TAMPERE (FINLAND)
https://www.fiware.org/2015/10/16/open-agile-smart-cities-initiative-at-tampere-finland/
· FIWARE AT GOOGLE CAMPUS (MADRID)
https://www.fiware.org/2015/10/02/fiware-at-google-campus-madrid/

3.4

The FIWARE Newsletter

During the reporting period a total of 7 editions of the Newsletter were curated, produced and sent to
subscribers in a monthly basis. The number of subscribers went steadily up, from 700 in October 2015 to
900+ in April 2016.

All the published Newsletter are open at https://www.fiware.org/newsletters/fiware-newslettres/

In May 2016 a Data Protection Internal Audit was performed and it was recommended to stop the
subscription and the sending of the Newsletter. Reason for that was that the mailing system used for
the bulk sending, Mailchimp, has its servers placed in U.S.A.
In the recent past, an agreement between the U.S.A. and the EU, called “Safe Harbour” guaranteed (for
selected companies, such as Mailchimp) that EU policies in Data Protection were followed. However,
this agreement was stopped and no other mechanism has been put in place between the two parties.
In this situation it was risky to continue using Mailchimp as the sending platform, as they could
potentially disclose information of the FIWARE Newsletter Subscribers to third parties, as this is allowed
by U.S.A. Data Protection Rules. Taking into account the limited reach of the Newsletter, the FIWARE
Press Office decided to put it on hold and look for an alternative method.
Besides, the Database containing the information on the subscribers (e-mail addresses) is as of today
property of Telefonica I+D S.A. as coordinator of the FI-CORE project and owner of the FIWARE brand.
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With the establishing of the FIWARE Foundation and the end of the FI-CORE project in December 2016,
all these assets will be duly transferred to the FIWARE Foundation and therefore it makes sense to wait
until January 2017 to implement the Newsletter back.
The FIWARE Foundation is currently evaluating potential platforms and the activity of the Newsletter is
expected to be resumed by March 2017.

3.5

FIWARE Website statistics

The FIWARE Press Office is using Google Analytics to monitor the usage and performance of the site. A
comprehensive set of results is available to be shared under request. For the purpose of this report we
are summarizing the main KPIs measured during the year 2016.

3.5.1

Overall Traffic Overview

Fig.10: 2016 Audience Overview of fiware.org
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Almost 20,000 visits per month were achieved for a total of nearly half a million pages served. The mean
average session time was 2.5 minutes to serve more than 2 pages per visits.
Bounce rate rises 9 points compared to previous period, but remained controlled below 60%. For the
40% of the visits which were not-bounced the pages served (mean value) exceeded 4 per visit.
Please note the remarkable peak obtained in December during the FIWARE Summit event. Around the
event dates, visits were steadily over 2,000 per day, with peaks of 4,000.
Regarding visitors it is important to remark that almost 55% were considered new visitors. This
demonstrates the growth of the FIWARE Community and the relevance of the brand offering.

3.5.2

Sources of Traffic

Fig.11: 2016 Channels Report for fiware.org
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The first contributor to traffic continued to be the Organic Search. With more than 100,000 visits it
confirms the trend outlined in the previous period and consolidates the SEO strategy followed by the
Press Office in terms of URL naming, keywords, indexing and the like.
At almost the same level of the direct access to the web (visits with no referral), Social Media has
jumped into the 3rd position accounting for more than 20% of the visits. Even more, as it will be shown in
the next table (referrals) a significant part of the referral traffic is coming from the mobile versions of
Facebook and Twitter, which are not accounted directly as Social Traffic but under their correspondent
referral tags in the report.
These numbers are in line with the Paid Campaign performed in December to boost awareness and
registration to the FIWARE Summit event. Looking with detail into the Social traffic, it shows a higher
bounce rate (over 80%) and lower figures in terms of pages served and time spent in the site.
The next figure shows the top 10 contributors to the referral traffic. Note Facebook and Twitter
contributions, which summed up with the Social tag traffic make Social Networks become the 2nd source
of traffic after Organic Search.

Fig.12: 2016 Top Referral Traffic Sources for fiware.org
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Due to the importance of Social Traffic we are presenting a report on the flow of the Social users and
their interactions. Note how the top visited page is the Summit, in line with the Paid Media campaign
previously mentioned.

Fig.13: 2016 Social Users Flow in fiware.org

3.5.3

Ranking of Sections within FIWARE Website

Apart from the home page, which accounts for about one third of the page views, it is remarkable the
shift in those sections more visited by the website audience. Looking into the previous year, the
Acceleration Programme was clearly leading reflecting the focus of the previous strategy of the brand.
Now, with the objective put in credibility, these are the most visited pages:
-

Summit: As a result of the ad-hoc campaign run in the last months of 2016.
About-us: Which reflects the interest of new people in knowing what FIWARE is about.
Developers: This group continues to be an always-on focus for the brand.
News: Recent developments such as the establishment of the Foundation or the strategic
agreement with TM Forum were relevant to the audience.
Success Stories: As a consequence of the global campaign building on brand credibility.
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Fig.14: 2016 Content Drilldown report (page level) for fiware.org
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3.6

FIWARE Social Channels

3.6.1

Global Overview and Strategy

Social Media continued to be the day-to-day communication channel to reach our audience. Based on
an organic operation (except for the Paid Media Campaign run to promote the FIWARE Summit), its
healthy growth reflects how FIWARE is gaining momentum and credibility among our target Community.
In other words, for the vast majority of our engaged followers and fans: once they engage, they do not
abandon us. This loyalty is based, overall, on the affinity of contents with the target and the positive
evolution of the brand itself, offering interesting curated content shifting from technology to its
application to real stories and cases.
The following subsections give some top KPIs for the main networks. For further insights, please contact
the FIWARE Press Office as they exceed the scope of this deliverable.

3.6.2

Facebook Results

FIWARE Facebook Fan page is accessible at https://www.facebook.com/eu.fiware .
For FIWARE, as for any other B2B vendor, Facebook is a side channel in terms of communication.
However it is still interesting and leverages the Ecosystem due to its capabilities in terms of post length,
visibility and potential reach.
Used at a rate of 1-2 posts per day, it normally replies, in a more informal and friendly language, some of
the publications used in the other networks. It also features more technology-neutral contents, relatedto but not directly referring to FIWARE, incorporating topics of interest for the general users of the
network.
Facebook is specially indicated, for example to store graphical material (photographs) of the presence in
events, organizing the content in albums easily accessible to anyone and to be used as referenced
content from other channels.
The evolution of the channel continued to be very healthy along the reporting period, continuously
growing in number of fans and interaction ratios. These are the most significant KPIs:

-

Number of Fans: 5927 (As of January 20th, 2017), 25% up from January 2016.
Interaction Ratio: 1,18%
Reach: 21668 (mean value as of November 2016).
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Fig.15: FIWARE Facebook Channel (https://www.facebook.com/eu.fiware/)

3.6.3

Twitter Results

FIWARE Twitter channel is accessible at https://twitter.com/FIware
Twitter is extensively used by the FIWARE Press Office at a pace of 4-5 tweets per day covering all
aspects of the brand. Along with breaking news announcements, which are immediately included in the
conversation calendar, there is a number of programmed posts (tweets) that form the organic
publications of this Social Network, addressing the needs of the different targets that form our
followers’ base.
-

Periodic publications for Developers, as a reminder of the different services they will find in our
website (The Lab, The Guided Tour, the GitHub repositories, etc.).
Periodic Publications for Open Programmes, such as the Bounty Programme or the different Open
Calls in different areas.
Periodic Publications for the upcoming events, and also on the results of past events.
Retweet policy: More frequent, but also more selective retweeting activity, promoting those
accounts, inside or outside the FIWARE Ecosystem that represent a real value for the brand.
Live coverage of Events: All events are covered via Twitter, in a real time broadcast of the
highlights of the event as they happened.
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During this period the account has continued with a healthy grow in terms of followers, and with
enhanced interaction figures. We are about to reach the 10,000 followers boundary in a mostly pure
organic gathering of interested Twitter users, which represents an excellent critical mass to move onto
the go-to-market phase.
These are the main KPIs of the Twitter Account:
-

Number of Followers: 10,684 (as of January 20th, 2017). 30% up versus January 2016.
Interaction Ratio: 1,01%
Reach: 214,700 (November 2016).

Fig.16: The FIWARE Twitter Channel (https://twitter.com/FIware)

3.6.4

LinkedIn Company Page and Discussion Group

The challenge of introducing FIWARE in a professional network was to reflect a real company operation
despite of the fact that the brand was supported by a variety of projects under a PPP funding scheme.
This work has represented a necessary step to be prepared for the commercial phase, when the FIWARE
Foundation will finally take the role of driving FIWARE and its products as any other company in the
world, including strategic and operational plans, marketing activities and the like.
Initially the Linkedin Group and the Company Page registered very low levels of activity, and
membership was limited mainly to FIWARE Ecosystem individuals. Publications were scarce, and
interaction very low. However, during the last months the growth of FIWARE in Linkedin has been
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remarkable, summing up members from outside the Community, enhancing the number of level of the
conversations and improving the interaction among the users.
As a matter of fact numbers show the best level of interaction of our channels, reaching an excellent
over 7% level in the last month, precisely when the FIWARE Foundation has been announced.
This reaction in Linkedin, a true professional environment, is a clear indicator of the success of FIWARE
in becoming a credible and sustainable brand, and the FIWARE Linkedin Channel should maintain this
momentum in the future, representing the FIWARE Foundation at the most renowned professional
network.
Key KPIs are:
-

Number of Members (Company Page): 2,498 (as of Dec 7th, 2016). 35% up vs. January 2016.
Number of Members (Group): 1,077 (as of January 20th, 2017). 30% up vs. January 2016.
Interaction Ratio: 7,62%
Reach: 171,409 (November 2016).

Both FIWARE instances in Linkedin can be found at:
Company Page: https://www.linkedin.com/company/3332762
Group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4239932

Fig. 17: FIWARE LinkedIn Channel
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3.6.5

YouTube Results

The FIWARE YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/user/FIWARE) has been used as container for
these videos, allowing an easy referencing for dissemination. As of today, this channel gathers more
than 200 videos, organized in different categories.

Fig. 18: The FIWARE YouTube Channel and its categorized playlists.

3.6.5.1

Support of Audiovisual Production to the overall Strategy

As a complement to both the featured SME Success Stories in the Social Channels and the ad-hoc
microsite for My FIWARE Story, a relevant number of videos have been designed, shot and produced by
the FIWARE Press Office to be used as assets not only by FIWARE’s own channels but for dissemination
by all FI-PPP members and other FIWARE Ecosystem members and stakeholders.
The hashtag #myFIWAREStory has been used to name those videos featuring some of the key characters
within the FIWARE Ecosystem. Not only individual SMEs, but a number of FIWARE Accelerators, focused
in different vertical markets, and other actors such us the iHubs network or the strategic agreement
with TM Forum in the field of Smart Cities were selected as top class content to continue building brand
credibility.
These are, among others, the featured contents:
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Accelerator Programme:
-

CreatiFI
Agrifood (Vertical Market)
FABulous
Finodex
SOUL-FI

Featured SMEs:
-

Hostabee
URBI
Agricolus Suite

Other stakeholders:
-

Smart Cities
iHubs

The #MyFIWAREStory videos could be found at:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLR9elAI9JscTI7yLPANIDHr4AkQUNVZlE

As expressed before, during the last two months of the project, all efforts have been devoted to support
the official launch of the FIWARE Foundation as the cornerstone of FIWARE beyond 2016. As part of this
task, the 1st FIWARE Summit held in Málaga in December 2016 represented a true meeting of the
FIWARE Community and the first step in the path to the market. The FIWARE Press Office, in terms of
audiovisual content, produced the following pieces:

-

Pre-Event: A series of Video Teasers used in the promotion of the event to ensure a high rate of
participation.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLR9elAI9JscSgsy-YRMUN1GQ0m4p6emBd

-

During the Event: Live streaming of the plenary sessions and all the technical sessions. This
material could be re-used for training purposes beyond the event and incorporated into the
FIWARE Academy.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLR9elAI9JscTIBHvLQ7f-dyiZBcZrMj4H

-

Post-Event: Summary Video of the Event with Facts & Figures, announcing the 2nd Edition in Berlin
in May 2017.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ln8kkhacHSA
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3.6.5.2

Global YouTube Indicators

The YouTube channel represents one of the major legacy assets of the project to be widely used by the
FIWARE Foundation to educate, disseminate and promote the use of the technology and the benefits of
joining the ecosystem.
As mentioned, a total of 212 videos are stored and classified within the channel. The number of
subscribers, at the time of writing this report is 483, far more than doubling from the numbers in
September 2016.
Other KPIs include:
-

About 76% of the visualizations are complete.
Mean time of a session is over 4 minutes.
Visualizations exceed 100,000 in the reporting period.
30 videos over 1,000 visualizations, with a mix of technical, informative and promotional
content.

Fig.19: The TOP 30 videos on FIWARE YouTube Channel over 1,000 visualizations
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